
Vertical slide effect
Posted by somethingclever - 2011/07/12 18:24
_____________________________________

I have made some modifications to Ari paginator to achieve multiple columns.

I would also like to modify the module so that the slide effect is vertical rather than horizontal, can someone help with
this?

Im currently working on the script.js file is this the right place to look?

Demo:

http://test5.certico.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=8&Itemid=2

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by somethingclever - 2011/07/12 18:34
_____________________________________

made some progress:

edited script.js around line 45 (de-minified the code first)


o.click(function (e) {
            $(this).addClass('active').siblings().removeClass('active');
            n.stop().animate({
                'marginTop': -((parseInt($(this).text()) - 1) * f.height())
            }, c.moveDuration, c.moveFx);
            if (q) clearTimeout(q);
            if (c.auto) {
                q = setTimeout(function () {
                    p()
                }, c.pause + c.moveDuration)
            }
            e.preventDefault()
        });


Just need to fix height detection and I think I will be there  :)

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by somethingclever - 2011/07/12 18:43
_____________________________________

Ok, height problem is caused by my 3 columns modification... guess I Just need to divide height by 3 somewhere ;)

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by somethingclever - 2011/07/12 18:58
_____________________________________

Working now :)

in script.js changed line 16 (de-minified):

g.each(function () {
            var a = $(this);
            a.data('height', a.outerHeight(true)/(3))
        });
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As for multiple columns I achieved this by changing default.php template line 23:






Also added float: left; in style.css:


.aripag-holder li.aripag-item {
	float: left;
	width: 280px;
	list-style:none;
	margin:10px 10px 0;
	padding:10px;
	overflow:hidden;
	}



I hope that helps someone, maybe the author could include the above functionality in a more elegant and customisable
way ;)

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by admin - 2011/07/13 04:53
_____________________________________

Hello,

Sorry for the delay. Is it required any help from our side?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by somethingclever - 2011/07/13 08:53
_____________________________________

Hi,

I think I have things almost exactly how I need now. I posted the steps for the benefit of other people who might want to
achieve vertical slide transitions. I also thought you might want to include the changes in the next version of your module
and link them properly to the administration back end so they are easy to setup for everyone.

I now just need to move the "previous" and "next" button to the top and bottom of the slider module respectively and I will
have exactly what I need for my site.

many thanks for a great module :)

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by admin - 2011/07/13 09:51
_____________________________________

Thank you for your idea and sharing of your code. We will add vertical scrolling ability in a future release.
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Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by nonosurf - 2012/05/08 10:57
_____________________________________

Hello,

I tried this as I need to have multiple columns, but the module stop working after the JS. file edit, and without editing it,
the module height is too big.

I have no knowledge what so ever of js... by the way :-)

Thank you for an answer.

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by nonosurf - 2012/05/08 11:02
_____________________________________

Hi, is there a way to have the items displayed horizontally and not vertically ? I used this post, but I as mentioned, I get
height problems after modifying the php and css only ( I have no JS knowledge!

http://www.shaperumors.com/index.php/mijn-ontwerp-uploaden

Thank you for the help. Kind regards

Arnaud Bezat

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by admin - 2012/05/08 11:23
_____________________________________

Hello,

Return /modules/mod_aripaginator/includes/js/themes/default/styles.css file to original state and the module will work
fine. The extension doesn't provide ability to shows items in horizontal instead of vertical.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by nonosurf - 2012/05/08 11:25
_____________________________________

Hello, Thank you for the prompt answer, do you have a module who could do it ?
regards

Arnaud

============================================================================

Re:Vertical slide effect
Posted by admin - 2012/05/08 11:30
_____________________________________
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ARI Easy Slider provides this ability.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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